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FUORISALONE EVENT 2016 
 
BEAUTY WILL SAVE 'THE WORLD, ART 
DIRECTION NESPOLI E NOVARA 
 
 
Can design objects, an artwork, good music and good food be 
ascribed to the concept of beauty, and so save the world? 
 
Friul Mosaic has always been inspiring for other companies in 
the field due to its innovation and search of new shapes and 
interpretations that represent simultaneously both the classic 
and contemporary essences of the mosaic art. 
 
VANIXA Italian Home Flame provides unique and innovative 
furnishings inspired by the emotional concept of fire. Together, 
during the design week in Milan, they will explore and analyze 
the concept of matter associated with functional beauty. 
 
Under the wise art direction of nespoli e novara, they become 
an integral part of the event "Beauty will save the world", a 
sensorial and visual journey through design productions of high 
technological, artisan, and tailor made values: stories of Beauty, 
where men and women are protagonists, looking for a new 
aesthetic comfort. 
 
The Sail of Columbus by VANIXA, exclusive emotional brazier 
with lava effect, and I METALLI (the metals) series, a terrazzo 
produced by FRIUL MOSAIC, will be active protagonists of the 
event. The latter is a product made by mixing the Venetian 
terrazzo with "scraps" of Zucchetti taps metals. The fusion 
between metals and two ancient techniques such as those of 
the terrazzo and mosaic are the basis of the innovative and 
contemporary collection by FRIUL MOSAIC. 
 

 
"Beauty will save the world" 
April 11 - 18-21 h: press preview 
April 12 to 17: open 
April 14: cocktail party - 18-21 h 
Via Cerva, 6 - Milan 


